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One bioinformatics community,
speaking with one voice
Marcel Reinders
NBIC scientific director bioinformatics research

Times are hectic. National

the Netherlands eScience Centre. The implementation

research budgets are being

of services in a broader context allows investments in

cut; Europe is reorganising its

infrastructure and expertise to be shared, ensuring that

research landscape and national

the Netherlands can continue to play an internationally

roadmaps have to be adjusted to

leading role in genomic research. But: is bioinformatics

it. At the same time the demand

research getting all the attention it deserves? NBIC has

for bioinformaticians is exploding.

done a truly amazing job by creating a lively bioinformatics

Large next generation sequencing

community in the ten years of its existence; participants

projects are taking off and

support each other and inform each other of the latest

applications in the clinic are near.

technologies and findings. However, if we dissolve into

Industry foresees an increasing

a broad genomic community, we may lose our focus on

usage of genomic data, for example by using synthetic

bioinformatics research.

biology to produce products more efficiently. Genomic data
is being coupled to imaging data within large population

Therefore, it is my strong belief that we need to keep

studies. Consequently, vastly growing amounts of data are

ourselves tightly organised. The best way to do so is to

being generated, for which processing pipelines and data

establish as a Research School. We have already built a

stewardship need to be guaranteed. Moreover, data sets

highly appreciated PhD educational programme, and we

are increasingly more complex, which requires truly novel

collaborate intensely within MSCs and BSCs, both at the

methods of data analysis. Hence, there is a compelling need

university and the vocational level. We stimulate PhDs and

for bioinformatics as a service as well as for generating the

students to collaborate and organise themselves: the ISCB

new methodologies to analyse the complex data.

regional student group is one example. Continuing as a
Research School with regular meetings will ensure that we

At this time we need to determine the future of NBIC as

can act as ONE bioinformatics community, speaking with

current funding is ending at the end of next year. To make

one voice so that we can present ourselves as one party to

an impact, nationally and internationally, we need to

the outside world.

join forces with other genome technology centres such
as metabolomics and bioimaging. Therefore, the ‘Dutch

To all fellow bioinformaticians in the Netherlands, I say:

Techcentre for Life science’ (DTL) is being set up and

the success of establishing such a strong bioinformatics

intense discussions are ongoing with university boards,

voice depends on YOU. It requires that PhDs, researchers,

funding agencies, industry and government. To guarantee

and group leaders join hands and help to give shape to a

bioinformatics services, NBIC cooperates in setting up

strong Research School, organise meetings and courses,

the DTL Data Integration and Stewardship Centre (DISC),

and collaborate to establish the bioinformatics research

which closely coordinates its activities with SURF and

agenda of the future. And we have to do it now!
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Highlights

NBIC year in review

Lodewyk Wessels

Gunnar Klau

Barend Mons

Bioinformatics professors appointed
The field of bioinformatics has been

Gunnar Klau was appointed

Centre, a chair established by

enriched in the past year by three

Professor of Bioinformatics and

NBIC. The Biosemantics group is a

professors: Lodewyk Wessels,

Operations Research at VU University

structural collaboration between two

Gunnar Klau and Barend Mons.

Amsterdam, a joint appointment

research groups in Leiden University

of the Faculty of Sciences and the

Medical Centre (LUMC) and Erasmus

Lodewyk Wessels was appointed

Faculty of Economics and Business

MC Rotterdam with a focus on in

Professor of Computational Cancer

Administration. Barend Mons was

silico knowledge discovery in the life

Biology at the Delft University of

appointed Professor of Biosemantics

sciences.

Technology.

at the Leiden University Medical

Metagenomics
community

is the development of a course on
Metagenomics, a collaborative effort

NBIC BioWise
goes abroad

Sacha van Hijum from the CMBI (UMC

by Patrick Koks (NBIC), Bas Dutilh

Training and education in

St Radboud, Nijmegen) initiated a

(CMBI), Sacha van Hijum (CMBI) and

bioinformatics is a challenge, and

Metagenomics taskforce supported

Johan den Dunnen (LUMC). Another

this challenge does not stop at the

by Leon Mei from NBIC BioAssist.

project comprises an AllBio test case

Netherlands border. NBIC BioWise

They first organised a seminar in April

and had its kick-off in September.

is therefore collaborating with

sponsored by the European AllBio

Scientists from UMC Utrecht, CMBI,

international partners such as the

programme in order to bring together

VU, ACTA, Wageningen UR and LUMC

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics.

scientists working on metagenomics

are involved. The case focusses on

Furthermore, the NBIC education

(data) problems. Van Hijum explains:

the development of multivariate

team is involved in international

“More than fifty participants from

analysis on a data set provided by

projects and activities. In 2012 Celia

over twenty academic research

Debby Bogaart’s group at UMC

van Gelder became secretary of the

groups and companies clearly

Utrecht, which includes microbiota

Bioinformatics Training Network (BTN,

confirmed the need for a Dutch

data from 96 healthy children.

www.biotnet.org) and is co-organising

metagenomics expert community.”

Anyone who wants to participate in

the ECCB Workshop on training life

A second seminar was organised in

this metagenomics community can

scientists in bioinformatics.

June. A mailing list and a wiki page

subscribe to the mailing list via the

were also set up to facilitate

wiki-page:

discussions and projects. One project

https://wiki.nbic.nl/index.php/Metagenomics

European Congress of Conservation Biology
(ECCB): www.eccb12.org/ws4
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1st Bioinformatics
Career Day

Grants for groundbreaking research

processing — in order to distinguish

The first ever NBIC-LOBIN career day

Jeroen de Ridder (Delft University

unimportant ones. Patrick Kemmeren

for bachelor (HBO) bioinformatics

of Technology) received a Veni

(UMC Utrecht) received a Vidi grant for

students was extremely popular, as

grant for the proposal ‘Searching

his proposal to study the regulatory

an overwhelming 130 participants

for new disease genes’. De Ridder

circuits of genetic interactions. Veni

came to Leiden on November 18th 2011.
Johan den Dunnen (LUMC) opened the

will use the Veni grant to study a

and Vidi grants are part of the NWO

new analysis technique — based on

Innovational Research Incentives

day with the declaration: “If I could

scale space, a concept from image

Scheme.

important mutations in a tumour from

choose to follow another course of
study, it would be bioinformatics, a
field where big things are happening
right now. And with excellent job
prospects: it’s been a while since I

did yu knw...

hired someone who is more adept with
a pipette than a keyboard.” In several
subsequent lectures the assembled
3rd and 4th year HBO students from
Nijmegen, Groningen and Leiden saw

 NBIC Faculty has 57 members.
	Dr. Christian Gilissen (UMC St Radboud) Nijmegen has won the NBIC
Young Investigator Award 2012, a cash prize of 2,500 euro.

their possible futures unfold. Alumni
spoke of their choices: whether to start
working right away or participate in a
master track first? The afternoon was

	The NBIC consortium consists of 33 organisations. Recently, CWI,

Genalice BV, the Royal Tropical Institute and CBS-KNAW signed the

partner agreement.

meant for meeting employers in the
bioinformatics field. There was a very
mixed set, multinationals like Keygene
stood side by side with start-ups and
universities. The Hogeschool Nijmegen
and Arnhem will organise the next

	The NBIC tool list contains 59 tools (http://tools.nbic.nl).
 NBIC is a founding partner of the Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences (DTL),
a collaborative public-private initiative to provide high-end and pioneer

technology to enable ground-breaking research in molecular biosciences.

career day in 2013, once again with the
collaboration of NBIC.

 NBIC has joined the Open PHACTS consortium, which is building a semantic
data integration platform for pharmacological data to provide answers

Bioinformatics@school:
in schools and out
Hienke Sminia of NBIC’s high school

needed to identify new drug targets and pharmacological interactions.

 In 2012 Life Science researchers have run more than 800,000 jobs and
used more than 2,000,000 cpu-hours on the Dutch Life Science Grid

programme ‘bioinformatics@

infrastructure, and they have booked 773,200 computing hours and 205

school’ continues searching for

Terabytes storage on the BiG Grid HPC Cloud.

new possibilities for enlarging
bioinformatics outreach. NBIC
empowers teachers to develop

 NBIC is this year’s host of the international meeting of Bioinformatics
Training Network (BTN).

their own bioinformatics lessons
via teacher training days. And
successfully! Almost all participants

 NBIC is co-organising a bioinformatics Winter School in March 2013 in
Switzerland with the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics.

have already used their own material
in class in 2012. Hienke is also
presenting bioinformatics outside

 NBIC is participating in the development of e-learning projects to provide
a freely available learning platform for bioinformatics tools and skills.

the schools to generate interest
in bioinformatics in the general
public. For instance during the Dutch
Technology Week in June 2012. NBIC
and the Centre for Translational

 NBIC is co-organising the Benelux Bioinformatics Conference (BBC) 2012.
	The bioinformatics@school project visits approximately 2,000 high school
students per year, and their newsletter reaches more than 300 teachers.

Molecular Medicine (CTMM) guided
visitors to the high tech campus in
Eindhoven through DNA research;
they isolated their own DNA from
their buccal mucosa and
proceeded to lose themselves
in online DNA databases.

	The RSG Netherlands has a new chair: Umesh Nandal.
 In 2012 the BioWise PhD School portfolio was extended with a set of 4

Advanced Next Generation Sequencing courses, bringing the total number

of courses in the NBIC PhD School to 11.
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Hot topics

Connecting biobanks

Jack A. M.

NBIC Hot Topics are a series of

To stimulate information

Leunissen

NBIC meetings committed to bringing

exchange and discussion between

August 1st,

scientists together to discuss the

stakeholders, the NBIC Biobanking

1954 - May

concepts and methods on a hot topic

Taskforce and the biobank

14th, 2012

in their field of research. It provides

collaboration programme BBMRI-NL

a platform for keeping in touch

brought together the participants

with peers in the field and fostering

of the various BBMRI-NL projects

sharing of new insights, applications

in a meeting in January. The

and collaborations. The aim of a hot

meeting particularly focused on

Sadly, Jack Leunissen is no longer

topic meeting is not to present the

so-called catalogues. Catalogues

with us. He passed away last

latest results of research projects,

give an overview of the available

May at the young age of 57. The

but rather to identify new trends

material and information in a set

bioinformatics community has

and breakthroughs in the field in

of biobanks. As an outcome of

missed him every day since. As one

general. Insightful presentations and

the meeting a working group was

of the founders of bioinformatics

lively discussions spiked new ideas

formed with representatives from

in the Netherlands, he made

and collaborations during the last

biobank initiatives: PSI, BBMRI-NL,

enormous contributions to the

meetings on the hot topics ‘Multilevel

Mondriaan and CTMM. The working

discipline for over three decades.

omics integration’, ‘Gene regulatory

group compared several catalogues

As a biochemist with an interest in

interaction networks’ and ‘Synthetic

and used the best cases to develop

computers, he was in fact one of

biology’. New meetings are on the way

a prototype, which researchers can

the first Dutch bioinformaticians.

covering ‘Databases and reasoning’,

use nation-wide. The aim is to develop

‘Metagenomics’ and ‘BioImaging’.

one web-based interface (catalogue),

Jack had an international track

which gives access to the information

record in bioinformatics research

about all biobanks in the Netherlands.

and education. He was one of
the initiators of the EMBnet, a
worldwide network of specialist
bioinformatics centres. Interested
in the practical application of
bioinformatics, he founded a
business and became director
of the Dutch bioinformatics
company Dalicon B.V. In 2002
he was appointed Professor
of Bioinformatics for the Plant
Sciences group at Wageningen
University and Research Centre.
Jack was involved in the
Netherlands Bioinformatics
Centre (NBIC) from the very
beginning as project and theme
leader, member of the National
Advisory Committee, Management

Marlies van der Wees presents her poster during the NBIC 2012 Conference.

Prize winners at
nbic 2012

2012 for the best BSc/MSc poster

already missed him this year at
our yearly conference. Jack was

Who is best at presenting their

poster committee.

at his best at such occasions as

project and scientific results to a

A jury of senior scientists selected

he could combine science and

conference audience? According to

Marnix Medema as winner of the Best

social activities. He was able to

the (more than 300!) participants of

Lecture Award for his presentation

create a lively atmosphere in which

the NBIC 2012 Conference Marlies

on ‘Computational Genomics and

researchers could exchange ideas

v/d Wees gave the best poster

Synthetic Biology Implementation

on science and life.

presentation. Her poster collected

of Microbial Secondary Metabolite

the most ‘like stickers’ of conference

Biosynthesis Pathways’. And the

participants and therefore she

Application Showcase was won by

colleagues the strength to cope

received the NBIC Poster Award

Kostas Karasavvas for showing his

with their loss.

2012. Patrick Deelen was awarded

application ‘Run Taverna workflows

the BioWise Student Poster Prize

from the web’.

Team and NBIC Faculty. We have

We wish Jack’s family, friends and

presentation, selected by a special
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By Astrid van de Graaf

Bioinformatics adds
value to DNA-sequencing
services

T

he field of next generation sequencing is

Butler continues: “For us it is very interesting to offer a

developing rapidly. BaseClear therefore

closed genome analysis. We have developed very advanced

provides their clients not only a range of DNA

software for filling in the gaps that remain after a standard

sequencing services; the company also offers the

draft assembly. Initially this was for short reads; now

preprocessing and downstream data analysis with

we can also do so for long reads from single molecule

in-house developed software. “We can offer the

sequencing with the PacBio system, a new service we offer

complete package.”

in collaboration with our partner Keygene.”

When they purchased their first next generation DNA

Unique services Since half a year BaseClear offers

sequencer three years ago, the need for specific expertise

epigenetic analysis to detect methylation patterns based

on bioinformatics was clear. “There was no real discussion,

on an extensive bioinformatics analysis. “This service is

it was just a must to have hardcore bioinformatics

unique. We are the only ones who can offer the complete

expertise in house,” says Derek Butler, head of BaseClear’s

package,” Butler affirms. Another interesting and broad

Genome Analysis and Technology Department. With the

application field they are going to explore further is

arrival of his colleague Walter Pirovano, product specialist

metagenome analysis. “This field ranges from food

for bioinformatics and genomic analysis, the next-gen

producers looking for unknown bacterial contamination

bioinformatics group was born.

to screening of the microbiome of the gut or searching for

The first thing Pirovano did was building an entire

enzyme activities in a gene pool,” explains Pirovano.

infrastructure for data handling and sample tracking and
installing a professional quality system. “We organised our

BaseClear recently became an industrial partner of the
NBIC consortium*. One of their goals is to bundle their

complete laboratory according to the ISO17025 guidelines.

knowledge with NBIC and develop courses together. “We

That way we are able to offer high quality sequencing and

notice that there is a great need among our customers to

fulfil our customers’ specific wishes,” Pirovano says. “As

keep up with the fast developments in the field of next

service provider we have the advantage of closely following

generation sequencing by following training courses,” says

developments by way of the new requests we get from our

Pirovano. “Furthermore, we would like to bring universities

customers. We are continuously upgrading our protocols in

and companies more closely together in small work groups

order to fulfil their needs.”

to develop tools that are directly applicable to the industry.”

Gap fillers The main activity at BaseClear is the

* www.nbic.nl/about-nbic/nbic-consortium

sequencing of bacterial and fungal genomes. “Our added
value lies in the downstream solutions with bioinformatics,
but we can also be of assistance in the preprocessing

BaseClear BV is an independent, accredited service

phase by making good libraries,” Pirovano explains. As an

laboratory for DNA-based research in Leiden. It offers

additional service his team can process the huge amounts

several high quality services ranging from single read DNA
sequencing, whole genome sequencing using Next Generation

of data to an easy to interpret format. For instance the

platforms, synthetic DNA biology to services for forensics

alignments, assemblies and annotations can easily

supporting technologies.

be uploaded to genome browsers. Whenever possible

and quality control purposes and a whole package of

BaseClear also delivers formats that meets the genome

More information:

submission standards of the the National Centre for

Walter Pirovano, Product

Biotechnology Information (NCBI), which saves researchers

Specialist Bioinformatics
and Genomic Analysis,

a great deal of time. “We can provide the customer with the

walter.pirovano@

rough sequence data for their own interpretation or we can
help them further with their data analysis. A good example
is our genome closure services.”

www.baseclear.com

baseclear.com
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the Future of bioinformatics in the Netherlands

The road ahead:
NBIC after 2013

During the nearly ten years that NBIC has been in existence, much effort
has been dedicated to positioning bioinformatics as a key area within the
life sciences. And much has been achieved in that respect. Now that the
current NBIC structure is coming to an end, the four directors of NBIC
share their views on the future of bioinformatics in the Netherlands.
“The field no longer needs chaperones like it used to.”
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o need to beat around the bush: the end of

director of DTL explains: “Right now we are constructing a

2013 will also be the end of NBIC as we know

network of ‘research hotels’ that need to be connected to

it. Long live NBIC! If this sounds confusing

each other to allow a more integrative approach towards

to you, don’t worry: you are not alone. The

biology. These hotels are generally local facilities focused

reality is that several aspects surrounding the future of

on a specific discipline, for example proteomics or

NBIC, and of the Dutch bioinformatics field in general,

metabolomics. By connecting these individual facilities,

are still unclear at this time. But what is clear is that

DTL offers an integrative biology environment in which

many achievements of NBIC over the past ten years

biologists can find the whole spectrum of life science

will be transformed into new entities and initiatives

technology expertise and infrastructures in one go. We

and that the NBIC ‘brand’ will continue to be the label

envision that this will enable cross-technology biology.”

of the Dutch bioinformatics research community.

Let’s start with the most tangible developments: DTL
and DISC – two names that probably sound familiar
to most members of the NBIC community. DTL stands
for Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences, of which DISC

DISC aims to build
a broadly accessible
Big Data infrastructure

(Data Integration and Stewardship Centre) is an integral
element. And to clear up any misunderstandings once and

Kok is convinced that DTL both answers a growing need

for all, the scope of both DTL and DISC reaches way beyond

among biologists and embodies a logical next step in

bioinformatics; the two are not simply new labels for

technology development. “We see a clear convergence

NBIC or BioAssist. Having said that, NBIC’s experience in

between areas like e-science, bioinformatics and

setting up a support infrastructure forms an essential part

systems biology, while strong experimental design

of the foundation of both DTL and DISC. “In a way, DISC

involves a growing number of key technologies. More and

is the sublimation of our BioAssist efforts,” says Barend

more, biologists are asking for an integrative approach.

Mons, Scientific Director (Support & External Relations)

The time is right to connect the various disciplines

of NBIC and interim leader of the DISC Coordination Team.

and offer new opportunities for the life sciences.

“The distributed BioAssist model with its core team of

What will distinguish DTL is that we not only provide

engineers and network of experts at local sites is also

the connections, but that we will include software

the basis of DISC. But DISC is about much more than just

engineers and data technologists in the process as

bioinformatics; it covers all Big Data research relating to

well, in order to turn new applications into robust and

biosciences.” The broad scope of DISC is demonstrated

usable tools for the broader research community.”

by the involvement of research groups and (international)
programmes that operate outside the bioinformatics field.
According to Mons: “We get enthusiastic responses from
all sides, also beyond ‘omics’. Groups active in imaging,
in translational medicine, in nutritional phenotyping, in
precision breeding; they all want to participate in DISC.

“A

major challenge in today’s life sciences is to
integrate data in a biologically meaningful

way. Many large-scale biological data generation
efforts are merely stamp collections. Subsequent
data analysis is often a fishing expedition to find
‘involved’ stamps through guilt-by-association.

DTL brings together
the leading expert centres in
the omics technologies

Although often a necessary first step, this in itself
does not yield a deeper causative understanding of
the inner workings of living systems. The complexity
of living systems cries out for mathematical
modelling in the broadest sense. Interaction maps,
structural models, detailed ODE-based models,

The e-Science centre has joined and also the Future of

Petri-nets or virtual organs or even virtual humans;

Medicine programme and the Innovative Medicine Initiative

they all require computers and computer-readable

have indicated that DISC is their preferred partner. DISC

data, and are therefore natural integrators — or

is about data stewardship challenges we all face, which

end-users— of the data generated in DTL. Hence,

is why we get support from so many different areas.”

integrative bioinformatics and systems biology can
drive much of the activities in the life sciences. It will

Integrative biology DISC is where all the different

require an open attitude and a strong community,

technologies relating to data handling come together; the

and DTL-DISC has the potential to provide this.

overall objective is to build a broadly accessible Big Datainfrastructure. And this infrastructure links the various
technology platforms that cooperate within DTL. Ruben
Kok, managing director of NBIC and interim managing

Bas Teusink (VU Amsterdam, systems biology)

”
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“The NBIC Research School could house our various
s a plant breeder my challenge is to breed more

education activities, in particular the PhD school, which is

effectively for new varieties by understanding

the flagship of BioWise. It is very important that we create

complex phenotypes and using knowledge

a visible entity that has a strong base in the NBIC research

about genetics. Phenotypes can be observable

community. This is especially true as we will no longer have

characteristics, but also comprise highly dimensional

dedicated resources for research within NBIC like we had

omics datasets. Next, these phenotypes have to

through BioRange, which provided the funding for the many

be combined with genotype descriptions, e.g. from

PhD students and postdocs that we educated over the

genome sequencing data. In this way breeding research,

years.”

just like the other areas of life sciences, generates
a huge data flow. We all are challenged by data
interpretation, data integration and data stewardship.
The development of a secure and sustainable data
infrastructure requires an active user community.
One of the strong points of DTL-DISC is that it brings
together experts from experimental sciences, industry,

A very likely option is
the establishment of a
NBIC Research School

computer sciences and infrastructure. Together we can
face the data challenges, which will help me answer
tomorrow’s food security questions more efficiently.

”

Richard Finkers (Wageningen UR Plant Breeding)

When it comes to training programmes for life scientists
and other professionals, it will take a close collaboration
between DTL, DISC and the NBIC Research School, with
BioWise as the main connecting element. Heringa expects
some training activities to become more proactive. “Think
of a consultancy-approach. In certain cases it may prove
very useful to visit end-users in their work environment
and to instruct them on the spot on how to apply a new

According to Kok, this focus on wider applicability

tool. I see a good opportunity here to bring the education

responds to the increasing emphasis on disseminating

of PhD students and the needs of end-users together, for

and embedding research results. “Too often potentially

example, by organising internships where a PhD student

useful findings are neglected when the researcher

works for a month or so in a company. The student can

moves on to a new position. Sustaining research
results beyond academic publications will contribute
to a higher return on the substantial investments in
research, but that requires a suitable environment with
sufficient critical mass to grab this opportunity.”

“T

he tremendous growth in biological data has
not led to an equal growth in understanding of

biological systems. Often data from different studies
are hard to combine and tools that help connect data

Strong focus on
education and training

with literature knowledge are not yet user-friendly,
although both are essential to interpret omics
data. Biological interpretation of omics data often
requires plenty hours of handwork. Bioinformatics
applications have been developed within many national

Consultancy Building such an environment requires

and international projects, often with overlapping

funds and technical solutions, but mostly it requires

functionalities. Now is the time to harmonise and

people; people who design and build the tools and the

bring together these applications in such a way

infrastructure, such as software engineers and technology

that new projects can be built on the shoulders of

developers and people who provide the scientific input,

others, instead of continuously reinventing the wheel.

such as biologists and computer scientists. And that

Furthermore, close contact between biologists and

requires education and training, which is something that

programmers is essential to facilitate tool development

the NBIC community, through BioWise, can also claim as an

that will improve biological understanding. DTL-

area of expertise. Kok explains: “Training is a key element

DISC, as an interdisciplinary group, can be an

in the DTL and DISC set-up and we will use the successful

excellent environment for stimulating collaborations

BioWise approach as much as possible.” The exact details

between technologies and application fields.

of how education and training will be organised are being
worked out, but a very likely option is the establishment

Jildau Bouwman (TNO, microbiology and

of a NBIC Research School, according to Jaap Heringa,

systems biology)

Scientific Director (Bioinformatics Education) of NBIC.

”
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help the researchers there with a certain problem and in
return, he or she gets a good idea of what the company
does, while the company has a great way to meet potential
new employees.” And the access to new generations of
qualified people is exactly why DTL and DISC can rejoice
in strong support from industry, says Kok. “For industry,
access to skilled, qualified graduates is sometimes even
more important than the outcomes of a collaborative
research project. This flow of experts is where true
valorisation lies. Investing in research facilities is of
course essential, but if we do not also invest in the people
who can actually handle the data and build the necessary
infrastructures, the return on these huge investments will
be disappointing.”
Resilience When it comes to educating the next
generations of scientists, this chiefly takes place ‘on the
job’, i.e. PhD students working on their research project.
No research, no education. Which brings us to the most
insecure part of the ‘future of bioinformatics’: research.
With BioAssist becoming part of DISC and BioWise as
the basis of a new NBIC Research School, what about
BioRange, the NBIC research pillar? The only thing that is
clear about the future of bioinformatics research is that
there will be no dedicated NBIC research programme in
the coming years. Although insecure, the future is not as
bleak is this may suggest. According to Marcel Reinders,
Scientific Director (Bioinformatics Research) of NBIC, the
bioinformatics field has clearly matured over the past
10 -15 years.

biologists, also participate in DTL underlines the need
for advanced research in bioinformatics and other data
technologies.” What worries Reinders the most is that

The lively bioinformatics
community built over the past
years should be retained

in the new situation the community that has been built
over the years will start to disintegrate. “We all agree
that NBIC’s main achievement is the close-knit and
lively bioinformatics community we now have here in
the Netherlands. We need to find a way to continue the
Annual Conference and all the other activities that bring

When it comes to the resilience of scientists, he is

bioinformaticians into contact with each other.” And

confident. “In the coming years, budget cuts will impact

that way is through the NBIC Research School, says Kok.

science in general. And bioinformaticians are just like

“When we ensure close interactions with DTL, the NBIC

other scientists; we are used to the never-ending search

Research School may just prove to be the perfect platform

for funds. Many research groups are now perfectly able

for sustaining and further developing the bioinformatics

to ensure funding, find partners or hook up to large-

community that we all have come to appreciate.”

scale initiatives. The field no longer needs chaperones
like it used to.” The main problem lies in the very nature

More information about DTL and DISC:

of bioinformatics research, which makes it hard to

www.dtls.nl

classify in terms of the conventional scientific disciplines
that funding agencies use. Reinders elaborates: “In
bioinformatics, there is no clear division between
scientific research and technology development. That
is a complicating factor. Participating in DTL is very
important to positioning bioinformatics as essential
for the increasing need to integrate data resources and
technology platforms. The fact that end-users of data
technologies, for example cancer researchers or plant
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networks have already been
discovered by this method.”
DTL-DISC “Integrating bioimaging
and bioinformatics demands large
computer power. And a particularly
interesting problem to be resolved
is the format of data that bioimaging
provides: pixels. These pixels need
to be linked in some way with, for
example, proteomics and genomics
sequences. It will be a challenge, but
I’m convinced that it is worthwhile
and useful. Therefore, I’m one of
the initiators of the new Dutch
TechCentre for Life Sciences (DTL),
which is a network of Dutch expert
centres in genomics, proteomics,
bioinformatics, systems biology and
– of course – bioimaging. The tough
job of coupling pixels to, for example,
protein sequences will be tackled
here by DTL-DISC. DISC stands for
Dorus Gadella, Professor of Molecular Cy tology

Data Integration and Stewardship

at the University of Amsterdam and director of the

Centre and has Make everyone’s data

Van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy

work as its motto.”

in Amsterdam
Harvest time “As long as I can

“It’s high time to integrate
bioinformatics and
bioimaging”

remember, I wanted to understand
how life works. When I finished
secondary school, biology was a
highly descriptive science, while I
was convinced the answers lie in
biomolecules. Therefore I chose to
study chemistry and later specialised
in biophysics, as that seemed to
grasp the secrets of life. My main

Topic: bioimaging, a new branch for bioinformaticians

research interest today is in signalling
molecules because they are the
decision makers of the cell. They
decide when cells divide, when to

By Marga van Zundert

“But retrieving information from

move or when to excrete a compound.

bioimages using bioinformatics is

Optical microscopes are high tech

still in its infancy. Our human brain

tools. When I started in this field,

oday, advanced optical

beats any computer in recognising

we sometimes dismantled our

microscopy provides

visual information. A little child can

microscope when something was

high-content biological

already discern a deer from a cow,

not working correctly and then

information on a molecular level.

but teaching that to a computer

rebuilt it. That would be unthinkable

Images of cells have been sharpened

is a huge task. But it can be done.

today. Also probe chemistry and

to near nanometer scale, approaching

Computers have been trained to

digital photography have evolved

the resolution of electron microscopy

recognise the nucleus, the cell

tremendously in the past decade. We

and the size of proteins. It has, for

membrane or the endoplasmic

truly have arrived to the level that

example, become possible to follow

reticulum of a cell just by feeding

bioimaging can reveal how signalling

a labelled protein within a single cell

them numerous pictures of these

pathways work by tracking single

by making thousands of consecutive

structures. Once they master that,

molecules within a living cell. I’m

pictures under the microscope.

you can exploit the fastness of

convinced that the coming years are

Many people are flabbergasted by our

computers and the fact that they

harvest time!

‘films’. One picture says more than a

don’t get bored or tired of analysing

thousand words.”

thousands of images. New functional

“T

”
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and when I read The Molecular

made me a better computational

Biology of the Cell for the first

biologist.”

time, I skipped all chapters about

“The research climate here in the USA

n 1997, I radically switched

experimental techniques. I thought

is more competitive and there is less

from theoretical physics to

theory, the concepts, were the most

hierarchy than in Europe. I like to visit

computational biology. I had

important for me, the computational

the Netherlands and cooperate with

always looked upon cell components,

biologist. But looking back that was a

Dutch scientists like Bas van Steensel

with their strange Latin names,

mistake. A good bioinformatician also

at the NKI, but here you can move

as a kind of human-made stamp

truly understands the experimental

faster. My research group consists of

collection. But around the mid 1990s

set-up. Last year, I followed a

about eight people; I would like to go

it finally dawned on me that the cell,

three-week course at Cold Spring

back to about six. I believe you need to

or rather life itself, is still governed

Harbor Labs and then spent a

be involved with the details to stay

by the laws of physics. Moreover, I

sabbatical year in the laboratory

fresh. But most importantly, you need

realised that in biology the genome

of David Botstein in Princeton to

to ask yourself every day: what is

adds an exciting third layer beyond the

learn how to do yeast genetics

new? What is the most interesting

boundary conditions and equations of

experiments. I don’t think I will ever

question I can ask?

motion in physics. Biology ingeniously

become a brilliant experimenter,

succeeds in circumventing chaos

but performing wet experiments has

theory. The genome, with its gigabytes

”

of information, accumulates
experiences of the cell and makes
life predictable to a remarkable
extent, which is fascinating.”

Harmen Bussemaker, associate professor of Computational
Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, Columbia
University, New York.

Tricks “I’m currently very
interested in DNA binding proteins, in
transcription factors. I notice that cell
biology and genomics are converging
fields today. The cell nucleus is no
longer a well-stirred black box. There
are clear compartments where spatial
arrangement and local concentrations
are essential factors. It is exciting

“A good bioinformatician
understands
wet experiments”

to discover which loci on DNA are
closely together in 3D structure, and
bioinformatics will reveal much of
these details in the coming years.
Not because we are smarter than
scientists before us, but because
there is all of a sudden so much more
data available.”
“Becoming a computational biologist
is a long process. In the beginning you
can do a clever trick on the computer
and you search for biological data that
suit your tool. You learn more about
biology and start developing new
tricks. But an important next step is
when you really start to develop an
interest in the biological questions.
Then you become a well-matched
partner for biologists. For me, it
has been a process of years, and I
still have the idea that I didn’t know
anything about biology five years ago.”
Experimentalist “The last course
that I finished during my physics
studies was my first year practicum,

Topic: The process of becoming a computational biologist
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By Esther Thole

“Think about how you want
to use your software before
you start programming”

O

n May 25, 2012, NBIC

the most important message to get

or code to others, without really

and the Netherlands

across. Think about how you want to

thinking about the consequences.”

Metabolomics Centre

use your software before you start

For Bossers and his colleagues,

programming.”

the matter became more urgent

(NMC) organised a workshop on
‘Software licensing and

when they realised the commercial

valorisation’ aimed at software

Eager “The workshop took place

potential of one of their tools

programmers and developers, as

during a regular monthly BioAssist

for diagnostic applications. The

well as their project leaders and

meeting, but the attendance was

announcement of the ‘Software

managers. Rob Hooft, co-host of

twice as high. Around fifty people

licensing and valorisation’ course

the workshop and chief

participated and all engaged in lively

came at the right time, and the fact

technology officer at NBIC,

discussions, which were also very

that the workshop was coupled to a

evaluates the workshop and

insightful for the presenters of the

BioAssist meeting was particularly

explains why learning about

four user-cases.” The participants

convenient for Bossers, who is a

licensing is important for

were very eager to learn, Hooft

regular participant. A number of his

bioinformaticians.

noticed. “Most participants stated

questions were answered during the

that they would have liked to have

workshop. “Some of our points could

“NBIC aims for broad usability of

even more time to ask questions!”

be addressed right away; for others

the software developed within the

Alex Bossers, senior scientist of

we got the necessary feedback to

various BioAssist projects, which

molecular biology and applied

work out the next steps.”

means that we want to ensure

bioinformatics at the Central

that others can easily work with

Veterinary Institute of Wageningen

Basic concepts Attending the

the tools we develop here,” says

University, was one of the

workshop quickly brought Bossers up

Hooft. “The problem, however, is

participants. “A topic like software

to speed with the basics of licensing.

that many software developers as

licensing may seem far-fetched

“The presentation by Rob Hooft was

well as their group leaders have

for most biologists-turned-

really useful; he very clearly explained

not been trained in legal issues and

bioinformaticians, but the opposite

basic concepts like copyright and

have insufficient understanding of

is true,” he says. “Especially for the

trademarks as well as various forms of

what licensing actually means.” The

non-adepts like myself who have a

licensing. Learning about such topics

result is that developers often start

primary background in biology and not

is advisable to everyone in this field.

thinking too late about the use of

in IT or computer science, it is really

When you know some basic aspects,

their software by others or about the

important to learn about the ins and

that in itself already helps you to

potential commercialisation of their

outs of software licensing.”

quickly determine how to approach a

efforts. That may cause problems

project and the crucial aspects you

later on. Hooft continues: “It is very

‘I agree’ Even though developing

should consider early on. Now that I

important to think about the intended

new software or tools is a key activity

understand the different types of

and unintended future use of your

for bioinformaticians, licensing

licenses better, I will certainly take

software early on in the process

remains a neglected topic, from the

note of the type of license before I

already because these considerations

user perspective as well. Bossers

decide whether I agree or before we

determine the operating space for

acknowledges: “I admit that I often

incorporate any of it as an essential

the developer. And the longer you

simply tick the ‘I agree’ box without

part of newly developed software.”

wait, the more difficult it becomes

reading the licensing agreement. It is

to make changes. To me, that was

also common to provide your software

Workshop Software Licensing and Valorisation:
http://vimeo.com/45184474
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Bioinformatics and Statistics Group, NKI

By Esther Thole

Constructing models
to deconstruct cancer

N

BIC Faculty member

on unravelling molecular pathways.

to actually work with this dataset,

Lodewyk Wessels heads the

We use their data and biological

which was an attractive set for our

Bioinformatics and Statistics

expertise to construct our models.”

purposes.” A collaboration was set up

Group at the Netherlands Cancer

External collaborations are also

and Wessels gradually found himself

Institute (NKI) in Amsterdam. “I like

in place, some of which followed

spending more and more time at

working in a biological environment.”

meeting colleagues through NBIC

the NKI. At the same time a host of

activities. Wessels says: “The fact

new data generation technologies

The questions presented to Wessels

that we now have a bioinformatics

emerged, which fuelled the demand

and his team span a broad variety of

community in the Netherlands is to

for data analysis and interpretation.

topics and techniques. No wonder

me one of the major achievements of

The NKI decided it needed an in-house

the group’s portfolio is broad as well.

NBIC. Thanks to events like the annual

bioinformatics group and Wessels was

Wessels explains: “We work on mouse

NBIC Conference I have met many

offered the position of group leader.

models, genome wide association

researchers in the field.”

Being the ‘new kid on the block’ has

gene expression profiles, systems

In-house bioinformatics

happy to get people on board who

biology models, text mining…; it really

Wessels’ career at the NKI formally

knew how to deal with data. And I have

is a diverse collection of projects.”

started in 2006. How did he, with

learned a lot about cancer biology.”

studies, insertional mutagenesis,

never been an issue. “They were very

a background in electrical and
Main research themes Even

computer engineering, end up in a

Not expanding Currently the

so, two themes dominate the group’s

dedicated cancer research centre?

Wessels group consists of fifteen

research programme: diagnostic

“I first came into contact with the

people, mostly PhD students and

classifiers for better patient

NKI around 2002. At the time I was a

postdocs with a background

stratification and the construction

postdoc in Marcel Reinders’ group

electrical engineering. Wessels is

of molecular interaction networks

in Delft and we were looking for

not planning to expand. “No, this

and pathways. “So far diagnostic

data to test and further develop our

size suits me well. I really want to

classifiers are largely black boxes,

algorithms. At the NKI, researchers

stay involved in the research itself,

but we want to understand the

had generated copy number profiles

which is still feasible at this time.

underlying mechanisms. Why does

to discriminate carriers of mutations

Growing bigger would mean that I

a patient not respond to a certain

in the breast cancer gene BRCA-1

would have to spend all my time on

therapy?” Improving the prediction

from non-carriers, which they wanted

writing proposals, arranging funds

of the best therapy for an individual

to use for diagnostic and prognostic

and managerial issues and that is not

patient is the motivation behind the

applications. But they needed support

what I want to do.”

second theme. “For both themes,
our work concentrates on developing
new computational algorithms
to address these questions.” The
group’s collaborations primarily
concern research groups within
the NKI. “With the clinical groups,
we try to build better prognostic
and predictive models. With the
molecular biology groups, we work

RESEARCH GROUP:	Bioinformatics & Statistics Group
Division:	Molecular Biology
ORGANISATION:	Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam
GROUP LEADER:	Professor Lodewyk Wessels
EMPLOYEES:

15 people, mostly PhD-students and postdocs

RESEARCH FOCUS:	Applying computational approaches to better understanding cancer
WEBSITE:

http://bioinformatics.nki.nl
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NBIC
toolbox

Available software packages and computer projects
created by NBIC or in cooperation with NBIC.
We invite anyone to start using them.

Rite
Rite is a dedicated program for
facilitating cluster computing and/or
grid computing. The tool greatly enhances the efficiency of the
various computing resources by implementing the so-called pilot
job approach. The pilot job framework takes over planning and
execution of the jobs submitted. The program keeps up with all
participating resources and draws up the requisite capacity (job
time and job type). As soon as suitable resources are available,
Rite ensures that the requested tasks are performed. The user
is informed on the progress and results. When a job has been
completed within the reserved time, any remaining jobs are
performed. Moreover, recipes (e.g. job specifications) are reusable
and need to be uploaded only once.
Rite provides a powerful
bioinformatics tool for
performing extensive
computation jobs in life
sciences research. The
For a complete
program can be used for
imputation tasks in DNA
list of tools:
data enrichment experihttp://tools.nbic.nl
ments, for example.
Rite is an open source
project released under
the GNU Lesser General
Public License version 3
and can be downloaded
from

CLI-mate
CLI-mate is a service
to facilitate developers
in creating user-friendly
interfaces for a command line tool. CLI-mate was
developed at the Department of Human Genetics,
Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC).
In the agile development environment of
bioinformatics, many command line tools are
created quickly to fill in gaps between complex
information processes. A command line interface
(CLI) is sometimes sufficient for the task, but it
limits adoption by a broader audience. Therefore
it’s often necessary for the developer to create
a wrapper that provides a more user friendly
interface.
The CLI-mate interface generator makes this easy:
it can generate different wrappers: one of them is
turning the program into a Galaxy tool.

Variant
Database

https://trac.nbic.nl/rite

ConceptWiki

CloudGalaxy

BioBank
Catalog
Grid Portal

BioclipseOpen
Tox

Molgenis
Compute

Mutalizer
Taverna Workflows on-the-web
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By marian van opstal

Powerful tool for identifying
unknown metabolites
Contemporary metabolomics research is faced with
great challenges. Individual metabolites in complex
mixtures need to be analysed and identified. Liquid
chromatography combined with multistage mass
spectrometry (MS n ) appears to be a useful approach,
especially since the availability of a promising tool
for organising, processing, sharing, visualising and
comparing MS n data.

M

ultistage mass spectrometry involves

“Combining the two tools was an important step towards

re-fragmentation of former fragment ions.

semi-automatic de novo identification of metabolites

Repeating the process n times leads to a

using MSn data,” Reijmers says. “Then we were

series of MSn spectra in a so-called

spectral tree. Each

branch represents spectral data that provide pieces of

challenged to turn the command line programs into a
user-friendly tool. Michael van Vliet from the NMC Data

the puzzle that describes the original structure of the

Support Platform became involved to this end, and we

investigated compound(s). “This approach is very suitable

asked NBIC’s Bioinformatics Research Supports (BRS)

in metabolomics research,” explains Theo Reijmers,

group for assistance.” These specialists succeeded

analytical bioscientist at the Netherlands Metabolomics

in introducing an accessible user interface and in

Centre (Leiden) and principle researcher engineer

developing a dedicated spectral tree viewer allowing

at NBIC-BioAssist. “Our goal is to unravel the whole

the simultaneous presentation of the spectral data, the

metabolome, and that entails the analysis of thousands

fragmentation tree and the fragmentation reactions

and thousands of compounds. Today, sophisticated

including chemical structures. “Finally, the step by step

platforms are available to get this job done. However,

developed functionalities have been integrated in a web

analysing the complex and abundant data seemed to

based application resulting in MetiTree, which will make

become a major bottleneck,” says Reijmers. Therefore,

the difficult task of identifying unknown metabolites much

Netherlands Metabolomics Centre decided to start a

easier,” concludes Reijmers. His group will continue to

cheminformatics project aimed at developing supporting

develop MetiTree by extending its features and expanding

computational tools. It ended up this summer with the

its reference library.

launch of MetiTree, Metabolite Identification Tree.
Successful application “MetiTree has proved to
Step by step MetiTree integrates several different tools

fulfil needs in the metabolomics community and has

that have been developed in successive stages over the

received a great deal of interest,” says Reijmers. “Its

last five years. PhD student Miguel Rojas-Cherto focussed
on data processing and comparison. He developed the so-

success was nicely illustrated in a recent publication by
our colleagues at Leiden University*. They applied MetiTree

called Multi-stage Elemental Formula (MEF) tool to enable

in the so-called FinnDiane study to identify subtle changes

the correct assignment of elemental composition to each

in the urine metabolome of diabetes patients. It resulted in

ion. “In particular, the mass accuracy needed to generate

the discovery of early-stage biomarkers for diabetic kidney

one unique composition and the topology (width and depth)
of the MSn tree was addressed,” explains Reijmers. Next,

disease.”

Miguel focussed on a novel approach for representing and

* Van der Kloet F.M. et al. (2012) Metabolomics, 9, 109-119.

calculating the similarity between high-resolution mass

MetiTree is available free

spectral fragmentation trees. He developed a tool that
can be used to compare newly acquired MSn data to data

Source code: https://github/Netherlandsmetabolomicscentre/metitree/wki

already stored in an internal library.

Open access: http://www.Metitree.nl
Info: theo.reijmers@nbic.nl
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PhD study

By Bastienne Wentzel

Linking genome to phenotype
with pan-genome microarrays
Lactic acid bacteria are used in the dairy food industry
for fermenting and for production of enzymes or vitamins.
Strains of these bacteria can be selected or optimised for
their intended use by selecting genes that code for the
desired traits. Juma Bayjanov has studied the link between
the genome of these bacteria and their phenotype using
comparative genome hybridisation microarrays.

Name:

Jumamurat R. Bayjanov

UNIVERSITY: 	Radboud University Nijmegen
PROMOTOR: 	Prof. Roland J. Siezen
THESIS TITLE: Genome-scale integrative
genotype-phenotype analysis
J u m a m u r a t B a y j a n o v, photo: Karin van Haren

of Lactococcus lactis and
Lactobacillus plantarum.

R

ather than classifying bacteria based on

PhD obtained: 6 June 2012

observable differences, that is phenotype,
nowadays organisms are more accurately

classified according to genotype. Linking genomic

used. But the developments in this field are so fast. Even

differences to phenotypes is the main theme of
Jumamurat Bayjanov’s PhD study1. Bayjanov is a Turkmen

now seem so...well, 2008,” Bayjanov laughs.

researcher from the Bacterial genomics group at the CMBI

Nonetheless, Bayjanov developed a very useful software

Nijmegen. “The aim of my work is to analyse the diversity

and webtool to analyse the multi-strain microarrays.

of Lactococcus lactis and Lactobaccillus plantarum

“Normally an array is based on genes of a single reference

strains,” explains Bayjanov. The strains of the former are

genome. Comparative Genome Hybridisation, or CGH, is

chiefly of dairy origin; strains of the latter are found in

based on genes from multiple strains as well as plasmids,

various environments such as plant fermentations and

also called a pan-genome array, and allowed us to identify

the gastro-intestinal tract. These lactic acid bacteria

strain diversity more accurately. I built the software and

are used in food fermentation and preservation, for

webtool PanCGHweb to do this analysis,” says Bayjanov.

the DNA sequencing methods that were used at the time

example making cheese. “The collaboration with the Top

“Analysing the large amount of data coming from the array

Institute Food and Nutrition and with NIZO food research

was not the biggest challenge,” he explains. “The raw

illustrates their industrial importance,” he states.

data, however, from CGH arrays suffer from systematic
errors, for example positional bias. We solved this by

Fast developments DNA sequencing is the most

taking space into account during the normalisation.”

direct method for determining the genome of the bacteria,
but this method was still too expensive to use for the

Presence or absence The software tool can be used

DNA analysis of a selection of 42 strains of the two model

to find homologous genes, groups of similar genes which

lactic acid bacteria, especially at the start of Bayjanov’s

are present in all or a number of strains of certain species.

research. Microarray analysis was the method of choice.

“After finding these genes, you want to know why they are

“The multi-strain concept that I started my research with

present or absent in a certain strain,” says Bayjanov. His

in 2006 was nice at the time. It was known but not much

research was done in close cooperation with biologists

SECTION
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regional student group

researchers subsequently wanted to know how to link the
presence or absence of a gene to a phenotype. For this

The Regional Student Group (RSG, Netherlands) strives

you need a sophisticated analysis method. “This method

to initiate and stimulate scientific discussion as well

needs to be robust against noise and should be able to

as collaboration between PhD students and young

handle large and diverse data sets. I used the machine

scientists in the field of Bioinformatics and

learning algorithm Random Forest to build the new webtool

Computational Biology. In order to create a scientific

PhenoLink,” he explains. PhenoLink was then used to

and social network of PhD students, RSG organises

identify gene-phenotype relations based on the presence

workshops, lectures and events. The following is an

or absence of genes found in the previous study. “For

overview of successful activities in past year.

example, it separates a strain which grows on a certain
sugar from strains which do not. Genes were ranked based
on their ability to predict this property, that is, predict the
phenotype of a given strain.”

Social Event: pub quiz

Finally, Bayjanov performed an in-depth study to find

(Nijmegen – November 2, 2011,

the genes linked to phenotypes for strains of both

10 participants)

species. Many links between genes and phenotypes

RSG Netherlands is not only about
science! At least once a year we

were found using the methods he has developed during
his research. Some of these were already known, for

sponsor and organise a social event in correspondence of

example genes which code for the uptake of arabinose,

one of the NBIC-PhD courses.

a monosaccharide commonly found in plants, were
found relevant to strains of the bacteria that grow on

RSG Retreat

plants. Others were new, such as genes related to the

(April 23, 2012, 28 participants)

resistance of strains against the toxic salt arsenite.

The main event organised each year

Westernised The software tools Bayjanov developed

Retreat, which takes place the day

by RSG Netherlands is the RSG
are not only used in the Bacterial Genomics group. Other

before the NBIC Conference. In 2012 we were pleased to

groups in Nijmegen, Wageningen and Utrecht universities

host the workshop ‘Communications & how to convince

also make use of the software. Bayjanov presently works

your supervisor’ and a lecture by invited NBIC keynote

as a postdoc and, to some extent, is also involved in

speaker Harmen Bussemaker, Columbia University, USA.

further development of the tool. “Users have asked me to
extend the visual interface of the program,” he says.

BioCafe

Bayjanov will remain in Nijmegen until March 2014.

(Bart Noordam June 18, 2012,

What he will do afterwards is uncertain, he says. “I

20 participants)

think I would like to stay in the Netherlands for a while

One of the most successful formats
of RSG Netherlands events is the

longer. I am starting to be westernised by now. My family
likes it here. But more importantly, in my branch the

BioCafe: an informal talk given by a top level speaker,

research facilities in Turkmenistan are underdeveloped.

and snacks and drinks to facilitate discussion. This

Here I can use the grid and cloud infrastructures,

year we hosted Bart Noordam, author of the top selling

which give me great possibilities. I have learned so

book ‘Mastering Your Ph.D.: Survival and Success in the

much here about methods and programming that are

Doctoral Years and Beyond’.

relevant to solving problems in biology. In four weeks
of holiday I already lost some of the fluency with the

Company Visit

computer program. I will certainly lose it when I go

(DSM Delft, October 3, 2012,

back. That would be a loss of a lot of time and effort.”

19 participants)
One of the goals of RSG Netherlands
is to facilitate communication

Note
1. This PhD study was supported by a BSIK grant through the Netherlands
Genomics Initiative (NGI) and was part of the BioRange programme of the
Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre (NBIC).

between PhD students and the bioinformatics groups
working in the industrial sectors.

More information
1.	Bayjanov, J.M. et al. (2009) PanCGH: a genotype-calling algorithm for
Executive board

pangenome CGH data. Bioinformatics 25, 309.

President: Umesh Nandal, Dept. Clinical

2.	Bayjanov, J.M. et al. (2010) PanCGHweb: a webtool for genotype-calling

Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Bioinformatics,

in pangenome CGH data. Bioinformatics 26, 1256.

AMC, Amsterdam

3.	Siezen, R.J. et al. (2011) Genome-scale diversity and niche adaptation

Secretary: Margherita Francescatto, GABBA Program,

analysis of Lactococcus lactis by comparative genome hydridisation using

Section Medical Genomics, VUmc, Amsterdam

multi-strain arrays. Microb Biotechnol 4, 383.
4.	Bayjanov, J.M. et al. (2012) PhenoLink - a webtool for linking phenotype

More information

to ~omics data for bacteria: application to gene-trait matching for

-rsg-netherlands@iscbsc.org

Lactobacillus plantarum strains. BMC Genomics 13, 170.

-www.iscbsc.org/rsg/rsg-netherlands
-www.nbic.nl/about-nbic/affiliated-organizations/rsg/
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Hands-on bioinformatics
training for life scientists

including industrial partners, and they
pick up leads and questions that are
relevant to the field. The members of
the NGS Taskforce were also closely
involved in setting up these advanced
courses; they know who the leading
scientists in a particular area are and
can suggest suitable teachers for a
course.”
No easy listening The first
advanced course on RNA-seq took
place before Koks joined the BioWise
team. His ‘debut’ was the ‘Genomic
resequencing and variant calling’
course of April 2012, which turned out
to be very positive experience. “You
meet a lot of new people and it is very
stimulating to talk to the participants
and get their feedback. This was a
particularly mixed group that included
geneticists and clinicians, as well

B

as participants from abroad.” The
ioWise, the NBIC education programme, not only targets the needs of

topics differ, but the courses have

‘professional’ bioinformaticians, it reaches out to life scientists (LS) as

a similar set-up: 2-3 days organised

well. Patrick Koks joined the BioWise team early in 2012 to coordinate and

back-to-back with a programme that

further develop BioWise LS, the course programme for life scientists.

combines theory and practice. Not
just easy listening to lectures, but the

The life scientists audience comprises

To address this demand the Medical

participants are put to work as well.

researchers who (have to) deal

Genetics Centre (MGC) – with NBIC as

Koks elaborates: “We know from the

with bioinformatics in their work,

a participant – initiated a ‘NGS data-

evaluations that this hands-on aspect

but are not primarily trained as

analysis’ course in 2009. In September

is highly appreciated. Participants

bioinformaticians. Together they

look forward to working with the data

form a diverse group that includes,

2012, this course was already in its 6th
edition and again the interest was high,

for example, plant biologists and

with the maximum of sixty participants

support from experts.” Although the

cancer researchers as well as clinical

being reached in no time.

objective is to work with real data,

geneticists.

Signalling new NGS-related issues in

this is not always feasible, says Koks.

the field, the BioWise team together

“For some applications, working with

A bit of both There is no

with the research community began

real datasets simply takes up too

strict separation between the

developing an advanced programme

much time, so we have to make do

bioinformaticians and life scientists

in 2011, which now consists of four

with model data instead.” There are no

when it comes to the course

courses on specific NGS applications:

strict targets relating to participant

programme, Koks emphasises.

RNA-seq, Genomic resequencing,

feedback, but Koks is confident that

“It is my role to further shape the

Metagenomics and De novo assembly.

the courses are hitting the right note.

educational activities aimed at life

Why these topics? Koks explains: “The

“When your average score is 8 out of

scientists, but many of the BioWise

BioAssist Taskforces, in this case

10, I think it’s fair to say that you are on

courses are relevant to multiple

the NGS Taskforce, are important

the right track.”

audiences. It would also be impossible

sources for us. These teams are very

to come up with a clear definition

well connected within the community,

and the techniques themselves, with

of a ‘bioinformatician’ versus a ‘life
scientist’. Most researchers in this
area are a bit of both.”
At present BioWise LS focuses on
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

Patrick Koks
Coordinator Education for
Life Sciences (BioWise)

as the primary topic. “NGS is still
gaining ground and the technology
keeps on developing at high speed,

patrick.koks@nbic.nl

which fuels the demand for courses

life-scientists/

and training opportunities,” says Koks.

www.nbic.nl/education/

“Participants look
forward to working
with the data
and techniques
themselves.”
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TraIT enables translational
research
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acquired new equipment and the new
technical possibilities also create
a lot of new questions. My role is to
support them in evaluating which
bioinformatics tools are still relevant
and in building a new, adapted
analysis pipeline.” While concentrating
on this specific application, he is
confident that the solution will benefit
others as well. “I think we will end up
with a number of solutions that can
be applied CTMM-wide, but in some
cases we will generate alternatives
from which the end-user can choose
the most suitable option.” Besides
technical expertise, the BioAssist
team also provides strategic input.
De Bruijn says: “Barend Mons and
Rob Hooft in particular have an

T

advisory role in TraIT as well.” And
ranslational research bridges the gap between basic research on the

the NBIC contribution goes beyond

biology of disease and the clinical practice of diagnosis and therapy. In the

BioAssist, Boiten emphasises. “NBIC’s

TraIT project, parties from both worlds collaborate to build an IT infrastructure

experience in setting up training

that enables robust identification and interpretation of correlations between

programmes through BioWise is also

disease and the underlying biology.

important to TraIT.”

At the Centre for Translational

According to Boiten there is no need

Hands-on help Making a complex

Molecular Medicine (CTMM),

for a cutting-edge breakthrough to

collaboration with so many different

university medical centres, academic

build this IT infrastructure. “We focus

partners work is usually not easy,

research groups and companies

on applying and connecting existing

Boiten admits. But so far, so good. In

collaborate to develop validated

solutions that have been developed to

fact, both Boiten and de Bruijn appear

biomarkers for a number of prevalent

tackle parts of the problem. That is

somewhat surprised at the general

diseases, in particular cancer and

also why we have approached

enthusiasm they have encountered.

cardiovascular disease. To this end,

established centres of expertise to

“We come by to offer hands-on help

correlations need to be established

participate in the project, with NBIC

and that is always welcomed,” says

between (variations in) clinical data

being the logical partner when it

de Bruijn. “Even though different

and (variations in) biological data that

comes to processing, integrating and

groups have different objectives and

represent underlying genetic and

analysing large biological datasets.”

perspectives, our approach is really

molecular mechanisms. This requires

appreciated. What also helps is that

the integration of massive – and very

Widely applicable solutions

within TraIT, all participants are

different – datasets. “Clearly, we

From the NBIC side, several members

thinking about how to continue these

need a sound and robust IT

of the BioAssist team are involved

efforts in the future. That creates

environment,” says Jan-Willem Boiten,

in TraIT. One of them is Freek de

confidence.”

TraIT project manager at CTMM. TraIT

Bruijn, senior integration engineer

stands for Translational Research IT,
a project* initiated in 2011 to work

and technical project leader of the

towards such an IT environment,

TraIT projects I work on concerns

which can serve not only the various

the OncoProteomics Laboratory at

(NFU), the Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre

CTMM projects, but will benefit

the VU medical centre. They recently

and the Netherlands eScience Centre (NLeSC).

Taskforce Proteomics. “One of the

* The TraIT project is a joint initiative
between CTMM, the Dutch Cancer Society,
the Dutch Heart Foundation, the Netherlands
Federation of University Medical Centers
(NBIC), the Parelsnoer Institute (PSI), Philips

translational research in the
Netherlands and beyond. Boiten
clarifies: “We know that researchers
in translational medicine generally
have the same needs in terms of IT,

Jan-Willem Boiten
CTMM, Project Manager TraIT
(Translational Research IT)

whether they work on cancer,
cardiovascular disease or other
disease areas. It is all about being
able to explain a clinical phenomenon
from the underlying biological data.”

janwillem.boiten@ctmm.nl
www.ctmm.nl ->TraIT

“Clearly, we need
a sound and robust
IT environment”
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First glimpses into
the universe of viruses

such as the SARS coronavirus.
NDiV thus represents a missing
evolutionary link. As Gorbalenya
expresses it: “We probably discovered
the minimum threshold in genome
size for a non-segmented RNA
virus with proofreading system.”
Fruitful Gorbalenya’s group
continues to study new and ‘old’
RNA viruses that will help build a
comprehensive virus taxonomy
and provide insights into virus
evolution. “Taxonomy sounds like
classical biology. But in reality it is
advanced bioinformatics providing
understanding of a giant, almost
unexplored virus universe. We are

T

developing a multi-modular software
oday over 2500 virus species have been identified. But according to

platform called Viralis for large-

Professor of Bioinformatics Alexander Gorbalenya that is “close to

scale genome-based analysis of RNA

none”. “There could be billions of billions. Many of the 200 human viruses

viruses. It makes use of tools that

are identified because they cause diseases, but there are also harmless and

make multiple sequence alignments

benign ones. Moreover, humans are only one of the 109 species on earth.”

(e.g. Clustal, Muscle), that produce
and compare profiles (e.g. HMMER,

Gorbalenya’s bioinformatics

from a benign ancestor in humans.

HHpred), and that make phylogeny

group studies the genomes of new

It evolved from a virus variety called

and evolutionary analyses (e.g. BEAST,

and known RNA viruses to learn

C-cluster coxsackie A (C-CAV) through

PhyML, Tree-Puzzle). Using these tools

about their evolution, structure

mutation within the capsid. This

we can resolve very deep evolutionary

and function. “This will provide

discovery has important implications

relations between virus lineages,

fundamental knowledge that we may

for the much sought after eradication

which we visualise using R package.”

benefit from, probably in fighting

of polio in the world.”

Gorbalenya regrets that he is no

diseases, in preventing infections,

Another successful NBIC project

longer part of an NBIC project.

and in drug delivery, but also in

was the study by PhD student Chris

“The regular meetings led to

ways we cannot imagine yet.”

Lauber to the first discovered insect

fruitful discussions and useful

In the early 1980s the Ukrainian

nidovirus: the Nam Dihn virus (NDiV),

tips. The groups involved worked

born Gorbalenya made his first

named for a Vietnamese province.

on very different organisms with

steps into bioinformatics. When

NDiV is a mosquito-borne virus with

very different goals, but we all

he was working as a biologist at

a 20.2 kilobase genome, a peculiar

used similar techniques. Now I

the Institute of Poliomyelitis and

size because all known nidoviruses

stay in touch through colleagues

Viral Encephalitides in Moscow,

were either smaller than 15 kb or

and we meet at initiatives such

he could use the just published

larger than 26 kb. Studying the

as the Euvirna workshop on Virus

human poliovirus genome sequence

genome with bioinformatics tools,

Bioinformatics I organised recently.”

to study his enzyme of interest.

Lauber was able to prove that NDiV is

Via the USA, Gorbalenya came to

the smallest known virus that holds

References
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an exoribonuclease which controls
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replication fidelity. Such a control
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for the evolution of large RNA viruses
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Missing link In Leiden the
poliovirus was again the subject of
Gorbalenya’s studies in an NBIC-I
research project. PhD student Johan
Faase and colleagues from Stony

Alexander Gorbalenya
Professor of Bioinformatics,
Department of Medical

Brook University (New York) combined

Microbiology, Center of

phylogenetic analysis and molecular

Leiden UMC

Infectious Diseases

genetics to reveal that the poliovirus

a.e.gorbalenya@lumc.nl

probably did not ‘jump’ to humans

www.lumc.nl/con/2010/42133/

from another species, but evolved

90327041509344

“2500 known viruses,
that is close to none.”
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Bioinformatics for
genome-based breeding
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different mechanism. This is a result
that I would like to see validated in
the laboratory as it might represent
another regulatory manner for plants
to react to stress conditions.”
One surprising result was the
discovery that the DRD1 subfamily,
which is non-existent in non-plant
species and lower plants, has evolved
into the largest Snf2 subfamily in
present-day higher plants such as the
tomato. This indicates that the DRD1
protein has become an important
and possibly diversified asset in
the regulation of plant growth and
development. Bargsten says: “I can’t
explain the how and why to you; that
will be a topic for further research.

D

But the continued selection for traits
o homologous genes have the same location and function in tomato,

in the tomato as an agricultural crop

pepper and potato? That is the question PhD student Joachim Bargsten

has possibly been a driving force.”

(Plant Research International, Wageningen University) began answering
in 2010, shortly after the complete genomes became available. “Gaining

Protein function The next

fundamental insights into the evolution of the nightshade family was our

step in Bargsten’s work will be to

academic goal. But breeding companies are likely to use such knowledge

investigate biological functions, but

for practical applications.”

not only in the Snf2 gene family. Again,
Bargsten takes a step back. “We will

The nightshade family, Solanaceae,

University in Halle-Wittenberg in

use applied Bayesian Markov Random

includes many commercially

the eastern part of Germany. At the

Fields (BMRF, www.ab.wur.nl/bmrf/),

important agricultural crops: tomato,

moment he is finishing the next paper

a probabilistic method. It predicts the

pepper, and potato, as well as

for his PhD studies. It deals with the

function of a large number of proteins

eggplant, tobacco, and petunia. By

occurrence and localisation of Snf2

based on total protein sequence

identifying chromosome organisation,

genes in plants. Snf 2 genes encode

information and expression data.”

breeding may become genome based

ATPases that are responsible for

One powerful feature of BMRF is that

and thereby more efficient and

the energy supply during chromatin

it can transfer functional information

selective. Bargsten’s work focuses

remodelling: the unwinding of

beyond direct interactions and can

on areas that contain highly valuable

chromatin to allow read out of genes.

thereby provide function predictions

information to breeders: stress

These ATPases operate in large protein

for proteins linked with other proteins

tolerance and disease resistance.

complexes and are involved in a variety

of unknown function. When Bargsten

Localisation of homologous genes

of plant developmental processes,

masters the algorithm, the fun moment

is a question of comparing the

including responses to environmental

may come: “When you have run an

published genomes of various species.

stress. Bargsten studied 1189

algorithm for a week and you see that it

But in practice this job is not as

candidate plant Snf2 genes in 33

has worked, that is fun indeed.”

straightforward as unleashing an

complete and annotated plant

aligning algorithm on the genomes.

genomes, including two green algae.

Bargsten elucidates: “Often genomes

“Our most important result has been

are not well annotated or are

the discovery of additional, previously

annotated differently, which means

unknown members of the subfamily

you need to take a step back and

DRD1 which appear to work through a

References
1. Sander A. Peters et al. (2012) The Plant Journal
71, 602-614.
2. Joachim W. Bargsten et al. Computational
analysis of Snf2 genes in higher plant genomes
(submitted for publication).

look at the original sequences and
annotation methods.” One major
result from the structural homology
studies in the nightshade family was
that although local gene vicinity is
maintained, there are many smallscale synteny perturbations.
Subfamily Bargsten studied
bioinformatics at the Martin Luther

Joachim Bargsten
PhD student, NBIC BioRange-II
project, no. BR 1.6
Plant Research International,
Wageningen UR

joachim.bargsten@wur.nl
www.pri.wur.nl

“You often need
to take a step back
to go forward.”
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Without technology, no innovation!
Perhaps it is a bold statement, but I do believe that without technological
developments innovations are not possible. In the life sciences we have
seen many such developments, all of which have opened up exiting
new avenues and applications. Take DNA sequencing for example. The
sequencing cost per human genome dropped from 95 million dollars in 2001

Director of the

to 29 thousand dollars in 2011. It will soon be less than 500 dollars, and

Netherlands Genomics

for our children a complete DNA sequencing will probably cost just a few

Initiative

dollars or perhaps come free as a bonus when they buy something else.
This has only been possible due to the extremely rapid developments in
sequencing technology. Applications such as (prenatal) screening on large
scale are now within reach and are bound to have a positive impact on our
health and welfare.
Similar developments are taking place in the field of bioinformatics and
data management. Scientists in the life sciences already seem to produce
three times as much data as physicists and astronomers combined.
Handling these data and making sense of them is one of the key challenges
life scientists are facing. Moore’s law in computer technology is already
becoming too slow to cope with all potential applications and also slower
than the rocketing developments in sequencing.
Another trend in technology development is that the boundaries are
blurring and that several technologies need to be combined to really
understand biological systems. The sum total of omics technologies
offers far more insights than developments in proteomics, metabolomics,
sequencing, etc. alone. Combined with real-time imaging technologies on
micro and even nanoscale will have a major impact in our understanding of
biological systems and hence will eventually contribute to our health and
welfare.
It is good to see that NGI technology centres have been taking the initiative
in joining forces and teaming up with complementary groups on imaging
and sequencing to set up the Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences (DTL).
This is really the right direction to take to explore the boundaries, new
avenues and applications. DTL will be positioned within the Topsector
Life Sciences & Health, but will have – by nature – crossovers with other
Topsectors active in the life sciences field such as Agrofood, Horticulture
and Chemistry/Biobased Economy. Key priorities for DTL in the near
future are to secure its future, its funding in an environment of declining
subsidies, and most importantly to show the benefits of joining forces not
only to the scientific community, but also to society at large using practical
applications.
I am confident that DTL is an essential next step in technology development
and hence in reaching the next level of innovation, which will surpass the
speed of Moore’s law. So DTL, let’s strive for Moore’s law in innovation!

